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Context: Agile approaches are an alternative for organizations developing software, particularly for those
who develop Web applications. Besides, CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integration) models are well-
established approaches focused on assessing the maturity of an organization that develops software. Web
Engineering is the ﬁeld of Software Engineering responsible for analyzing and studying the speciﬁc charac-
teristics of the Web. The suitability of an Agile approach to help organizations reach a certain CMMI maturity
level in Web environments will be very interesting, as they will be able to keep the ability to quickly react
and adapt to changes as long as their development processes get mature.
Objective: This paper responds to whether it is feasible or not, for an organization developing Web systems,
to achieve a certain maturity level of the CMMI-DEV model using Agile methods.
Method: The proposal is analyzed bymeans of a systematic literature review of the relevant approaches in the
ﬁeld, deﬁning a characterization schema in order to compare them to introduce the current state-of-the-art.
Results: The results achieved after the systematic literature review are presented, analyzed and compared
against the deﬁned schema, extracting relevant conclusions for the different dimensions of the problem:
compatibility, compliance, experience, maturity and Web.
Conclusion: It is concluded that although the deﬁnition of an Agile approach to meet the different CMMI
maturity levels goals could be possible for an organization developing Web systems, there is still a lack of
detailed studies and analysis on the ﬁeld.
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Since the establishment of Web Engineering as a separate ﬁeld of
Software Engineering [15], it is recognized that Web-based devel-
opments are different from classical software development projects
and that its speciﬁc characteristics will need a speciﬁc treatment
[19,21,4,28].
Among other speciﬁc aspects, Web systems are characterized by a
ﬂuidic scope, a ﬂexible approach to requirements and quick user-
feedback [41], due to the need to adapt and adjust to changing 
requirements [43]. This means that the ability to change is a key suc-
cess factor in Web applications. Thus, Agile methodologies might 
per-fectly ﬁt Web environments since one of their principles consists 
in embracing changes [6].
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eA growing trend towards offering new methods dealing with ap-
lying Agile approaches to Web environments started several years
go [3] and different research groups are working on this new line of
esearch [32]. Furthermore, the more popular Web systems become,
he more their quality requirements increase.
CMMI-DEV (Capability Maturity Model Integration for Develop-
ent) is a well-known model that provides organizations with a
omparative framework to assess the maturity level reached when
eveloping and acquiring software [13]. The fact of achieving CMMI
ighest maturity levels relates to product quality improvements [24].
lthough there are several proposals for Agile maturity models,
MMI remains by far the most well known maturity model being
sed by more than 5000 companies all over the world [12].
Thus, an Agile approach to maturity levels based on CMMI could
ffer organizations developingWeb software the opportunity to build
uality systems, although keeping their ability to change, as both
MMI and Agile approaches include valid principles forWeb software
evelopment that are not necessarily incompatible [22].
Even though works regarding the relation between Agile and
MMI started to appear several years ago – we can ﬁnd papers
ven from 14 years ago [37] – today both approaches are sometimes
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Fig. 1. Systematic review process.
Fig. 2. Phase 1: planning the review.
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Snderstood as contrary, as the intense debate among researchers and
ractitioners shows [16]. Some of the reasons of this mutual reluc-
ance are the bad implementation of both models, the lack of appro-
riate information and semantic problems [22].
As mentioned above, Web developments require speciﬁc treat-
ent and share synergies with Agile approaches. Therefore, and pro-
ided that criticisms to Agile methodologies highlight their lack of
tructure and discipline in comparison with traditional and formal
ethodologies [8], the possibility of using an Agile approach to reach
certain CMMI maturity level in a Web environment will help in-
titutionalize Agile methods and practices as well as keep the ability
o quick response that Agile methods offer to organizations, which is
ital in a Web-based development.
Based on the foregoing, this paper aims to cover the following
bjectives:
• Review systematically the existing literature regarding the rela-
tion among Agile methodologies, Web Engineering and CMMI-
DEV maturity model.
• Characterize the relevant studies, deﬁning a comparative frame-
work in order to better identify the current state-of-the-art.
• Draw relevant conclusions and propose further lines of research.
This paper is organized as follows: After this introduction,
ection 2 presents the research method. Section 3 provides the back-
round, including a general idea of Agile methods, Web Engineering
nd CMMI-DEV together with an overview of the previous existent
eviews. Section 4 describes the process carried out to identify and
elect the studied approaches, as well as offers the comparative
ramework used to normalize the found approaches. Then, Section 5,
ased on the deﬁned framework, organizes these approaches by
resenting them in a coherent way. Finally, Section 6 analyzes the
esultant information and Section 7 states some conclusions and
ontributions proposing possible future lines of investigation.
. Research method
This paper aims to be a systematic literature review conducted
ollowing the approach proposed by Barbara Kitchenham et al. [26].
he process they recommend comprises the phases below:
1. Planning the review. The context and objectives of the reviewmust
be delimited to identify the open questions linked to the ad-
dressed problems, in order to plan the review. Once they are set,
the research questions must be posed as guidelines to cope with
the next steps of the process. Finally, the searching protocol is
deﬁned with questions such as: “Which sources will the data be
searched in?” or “What are the searching criteria and the search
strings?”
2. Conducting the review. All relevant approaches are selected and
studied according to the constraints described in previous phases.
In this phase a common framework is also identiﬁed to compare
them.
3. Reporting the review. A report with the main conclusions obtained
is written, after the relevant approaches are selected and studied.
Fig. 1 shows the different phases of the process.
As mentioned, phase 1 consists in the detailed planning of the re-
iew. Fig. 2 depicts the process followed during Phase 1 of the review.
Initially, the main research question will be identiﬁed and after-
ards decomposed in low-level research questions. Based on them,
set of search strings will be deﬁned and the sources to be searched
dentiﬁed.
Phase 2 consists in performing the review as planned in the pre-
ious phase and then, deﬁning a characterization schema to better
ompare the identiﬁed studies. Fig. 3 shows the process followed dur-
ng this phase.As shown in Fig. 3, the ﬁrst step of phase 2 constitutes the ini-
ial search and the second one deals with applying a ﬁrst ﬁlter to
liminate duplicated results. The third step is associated with a sec-
nd screening based on criteria related to the type of paper, date and
ource of publication.
The fourth step deals with a screening in terms of the title, ab-
tract and keywords, and the ﬁfth one involves the use of a ﬁlter ac-
ording to the full content of the paper. The last phase will consist in
he deﬁnition of a characterization schema that will allow the com-
arison of the identiﬁed studies.
Finally, the third and last phase consists in drafting a report based
n the analysis of the identiﬁed papers, extracting relevant conclu-
ions on the deﬁned research questions.
The systematic review reported in this paper tends to clarify the
osed problem: Could an Agile approach help an organization reach a
ertain CMMI maturity model taking into account the special character-
stics of a Web-based environment?
The following sections will provide an overview of the approaches
elated to the problem and theywill evaluate their degree of maturity
o address the previous question.
. Background and related work
.1. Agile methodologies
During the last decade of the 20th century, a set of methods and
echniques appeared in several software development projects. The
ain goals of this set of practices were, ﬁrstly, to ensure that valuable
esults were delivered to customers and users as soon as possible, and
econdly, to allow development organizations to adapt their products
o users’ changing requirements [6].
Several years after the appearance of thesemethods in 2001, some
f the most recognized practitioners (Kent Beck, Alistair Cockburn,
artin Fowler, Ron Jeffries, Robert C. Martin, Ken Schwaber and Jeff
utherland) promoted what was known as the “Agile manifesto” [6],
Fig. 3. Phase 1: conducting the review.
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cwhich included the general values and principles shared by all of
these approaches. Some of those principles were, among others:
• Focusing on quick delivery of value to customer, with short devel-
opment cycles.
• Adapting to changes, even in late phases of development projects.
• Empowering teams.
• Shortening feedback loops with users and customers.
• Improving internal and external communications.
• Focusing on technical excellence.
Consequently, Agile is considered a “label” that involves a diverse
and broad set of techniques, methods andmethodologies for software
development [22]. Among the most popular Agile methods are: eX-
treme Programming (XP) [5], Crystal [14], Scrum [47], Lean Software
Development [40] or Kanban [2].
From this time on, Agile methodologies have grown in popularity
[7] and nowadays they are being applied to a large number of soft-
ware and product development projects. It has to be mentioned that,
under the label Agile, Scrum is one of the most common method, be-
ing used either alone or combined with other Agile techniques, in
most of the real-world Agile implementations [38].
3.2. Web Engineering
Web Engineering can be deﬁned as the set of techniques, tools
and methods that in Software Engineering can help teams develop
systems in the Web. Web Engineering has become an accepted disci-
pline in Software Engineering from 2002 to date [15].
In the last years, several methodologies in the Web Engineering
area have been proposed. Some of them, such as UWE (UML Web
Engineering) [27], IFML (Interaction Flow Modeling Language) from
OMG [34], WebML (Web Modeling Languages) [9], HFPM (Hyperme-
ia Flexible Process Modeling Strategy) [35] and NDT (Navigational
evelopment Techniques) [18], among the newest, offer new solu-
ions and are widely accepted by the research community.
All these approaches agree that the characteristics below differen-
iate Web projects from other software development projects [15]:
• Complex navigational structure [18,20].
• Critical interface requirements (such as unknown users or avail-
ability, among others) [18,20].
• Security aspects [25].• Increase on maintenance eﬃciency, avoiding downtimes [33].
• Delivery as soon as possible [31,41,42].
• Reduction of “time-to-market” [31,41,42].
• Adaptation to quick-changing requirements [31,41,42].
.3. CMMI-DEV
The Capability Maturity Model Integration is an approach to pro-
ess improvement that allow organizations to develop effective pro-
cesses [13]. CMMI includes several models, such as CMMI-DEV, that
is the suitable one for software development.
The actual version of CMMI-DEV is 1.3 [13]. CMMI-DEV offers a
set of best practices to develop software services and products from
their inception to their deployment and maintenance. The actual ver-
sion of CMMI-DEV is composed of 22 process areas, out of which 16
are common to all CMMI models, 1 is shared and 5 are speciﬁc for
software development.
Similarly to other maturity models, CMMI-DEV uses a number of
levels to recommend organizations the best way to carry out their
development processes. These levels are obtained as the ﬁnal result
of an organization’s formal evaluation process. CMMI-DEV recom-
mends two different paths for organizations to improve processes
called continuous and staged representations.
The staged representation focuses on the global maturity level of
an organization, which is considered a way of characterizing its per-
formance. In the staged representation, the organization, by means
of each maturity level, improves an important subset of processes
preparing it to the next maturity level. A set of generic and speciﬁc
goals, related to the predeﬁned subset of process areas to improve,
has to be achieved to get a certain maturity level. It is worth point-
ing out that the CMMI-DEV model only includes the goals to meet;
therefore the organization must decide how to get them.
Particularly, this work will be focused on the staged representa-
tion of themodel. The staged representation, in opposition to the con-
tinuous representation, introduces improvements gradually; starting
with basic management practices and going further with other more
complex to ﬁnally build each step on the previous one. This repre-
sentation also permits comparison across and among organizations,
having several case studies at their disposal [45].
Typically, the staged representation is recommended if the orga-
nization has little experience improving processes [11], which might
Fig. 4. CMMI staged representation maturity models.
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se the case of several small and medium Agile companies developing
eb systems.
In the staged representation ﬁve different maturity levels are de-
ned, as Fig. 4 shows.
.4. Previous reviews
This section will summarize some systematic reviews linked to
he main topics covered in this paper.
Starting with the relation between Agile and CMMI, we can high-
ight the work by Selleri Silva et al. [44], who review the usage of Ag-
le software development techniques together with CMMI, and dis-
uss their beneﬁts and limitations. This study presents a very com-
lete and comprehensive analysis and covers papers published before
011. One of its main conclusions is that Agile techniques are useful to
each up to CMMImaturity levels 2 and 3, but theymust be combined
ith additional practices to fully achieve any particular CMMI level.
Although their conclusions are valid and useful for any type of
oftware development projects and also applicable to Web systems,
ur work will try to identify speciﬁc approaches and techniques
pplied when CMMI and Agile are used together in Web environ-
ent projects, highlighting the speciﬁc adaptations proposed to Ag-
le methods to ﬁt Web speciﬁcities and CMMI goals. Therefore, Selleri
ilva et al. analyze in their work more than 80 papers with a special
ocus on the Agile methodology used to achieve CMMI goals, the ma-
urity level mentioned and the process area implemented, whereas in
ur study, we will try to focus on identifying works that are analyz-
ng the usage of different Agile techniques to, at the same time, meet
MMI goals as well as ﬁt Web special characteristics. Our work will
lso include papers published until 2014, providing us with a more
pdated view of the research questions.
The work by Chagas et al. [10] focuses on Agile Project Manage-
ent in the context of maturity models. It identiﬁes the different
haracteristics of Agile project management in organizations using
othmaturity models and Agile techniques. The paper concludes thatoth approaches can be jointly implemented, even though there is a
ack of details in the literature on how to perform some of the ac-
ivities. Nevertheless, this particular study mainly analyzes project
anagement aspects of software development.
As the work by Selleri Silva et al., this one differs also from ours
n that is not taking into account the speciﬁc characteristics of Web
ngineering or Web Systems, but it focuses on general software de-
elopment approaches. In our case, in opposition to this work, wewill
ot limit our study to project management process areas of CMMI.
Finally, we can also ﬁnd the work by Heeager [23]. This paper
tudies the combinability or compatibility between some disciplined
pproaches (including CMMI) and Agile methodologies. It revises the
elation among ISO, CMM/CMMI, or Critical Software Development
nd Agile by means of a literature review. It concludes that disci-
lined and Agile methods are highly compatible, but not combinable.
n contrast, the paper centers on the compatibility of different disci-
lined approaches, without paying special attention to CMMI. As in
he two aforementioned reviews, this one does not consider the rela-
ion between the Agile approaches and Web Engineering.
Nevertheless, a systematic literature review [17] regarding Agile
as been found out. It gathers papers published before 2005 and in-
estigates beneﬁts and limitations of Agile methods, without putting
hem together with CMMI maturity models.
In our work, we will assess and present in the next sections a re-
iew of the existent literature regarding Agile and CMMI combined
pproaches in Web development environments.
. Planning and conducting the review
.1. Planning the review
This section presents in detail the process of planning and con-
ucting the systematic review. As mentioned, the ﬁrst step dealt with
etting the context and objectives of the review to identify the open
Table 1
Research questions.
No. Description
RQ1 This question tries to ascertain whether the Agile approach and CMMI models are in fact compatible in Web projects. This question assesses the “Compatibility”
dimension
RQ2 This question, based on the compatibility between Agile and CMMI models, tends to demonstrate that an Agile approach in a Web environment can fulﬁll the goals
of a CMMI-DEV process, via a formal assessment or empirical results, for example. This question assesses the “Compliance” dimension
RQ3 This question attempts to identify empirical experiences proving that a certain set of Agile practices can allow a certain CMMI-DEV to reach the maturity level for
Web projects. This question assesses the “Experience” dimension
RQ4 This question tends to uncover what is the highest documented CMMI-DEV maturity level reached by Agile practices in Web projects. This question assesses the
“Maturity” dimension
RQ5 This question focuses on the special characteristics of Web projects that Agile techniques must meet to achieve CMMI goals. This question assesses the “Web”
dimension
Table 2
Search strings.
Search string
A1. Agile B1. CMMI C1.Web
A2. Agility B2. Capability Maturity
Model
C2. Web
Engineering
A3. Scrum
A4. eXtreme Programming
Table 3
Selected databases.
No. Database Search Fields
D1 IEEE Xplore Title, Abstract, Keywords
D2 Wiley InterScience Journal Finder All ﬁelds
D3 Springer Link N/A
D4 ACM Digital Library Title, Abstract, Review
D5 Science Direct Title, Abstract, Keywords
Table 4
Inclusion criteria.
No. Criteria
C1 The paper is written in English
C2 The paper is published after January 2001 and before March 2015
C3 The paper is related to Computer Science
C4 The paper is not an editorial, preface or discussion
C5 The paper is published
C6 The paper present an analysis based on CMMI staged representation
Table 5
Search results.
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 Total
Results Results Results Results Results
Results after P1 695 388 1,142 1,091 704 4020
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iquestions related to the research problem. Thus, we can establish the
main objectives of the review. The main goals are listed below:
• Identifying the state-of-the-art in relation to the Agile approach
to maturity models in Web environments.
• Describing the proposed solutions and the researchmethods used
for these proposals.
• Deﬁning a characterization schema and characterizing the identi-
ﬁed studies based on it in order to evaluate the existing gaps.
As our main objectives concern, the general question to answer
was: “Is it possible that an Agile approach can help an organization reach
a certainmaturity model suitable for the special characteristics of aWeb-
based environment?”. It is a very general question to address; in con-
sequence, we structured it into the following research questions:
• RQ1:What is the relation between CMMI-DEVmaturity levels and
Agile methodologies in Web environments?
• RQ2:What evaluation criterion concludes that an Agile technique
is compliant with certain goals of a CMMI-DEV process area in
Web environments?
• RQ3:What experiments or case studies could validate an Agile ap-
proach to maturity models in Web environments?
• RQ4: What is the highest documented maturity level that can be
reached using Agile approaches in Web environments?
• RQ5: How could Web speciﬁc characteristics be addressed
through Agile methods so as to reach CMMI-DEV goals?
Table 1 describes in detail the aforementioned research questions
and links each one of them to a dimension of the analyzed problem.
Subsequently, we will use these dimensions to deﬁne the characteri-
zation schema that will help compare the identiﬁed studies:
After raising the research questions to answer and before starting
with the search process, a systematic search strategy was designed.
It focused on consulting the key conference and workshop papers as
well as journal articles in the main existing digital libraries.
For this purpose, it was crucial to deﬁne the search strings used
before planning the search strategy. They are established according
to the pattern (A1 OR A2 OR A3 OR A4) AND (B1 OR B2) AND (C1 OR
C2), after running some tests. The search expressions are shown in
Table 2.
The ﬁrst criterion refers to Agility; we decide to include two par-
ticular Agile methodologies (Scrum and eXtreme Programing) to-
gether with themost general terms “Agile” and “Agility” when select-ng the search string, as they are doubtlessly the most popular Agile
ethod [38].
The second criterion concernsmaturitymodels, although the term
MMI-DEV is not included to avoid narrowing the results in excess.
Finally, terms such as “Web” and “Web Engineering” focus the
cope of the results on the Web engineering ﬁeld.
The sources to perform the review were chosen once the search
trings were deﬁned. Table 3 lists the selected databases including
he used search ﬁelds:
Finally, the inclusion criteria to be applied to the results screening
ere deﬁned and they are shown in Table 4.
.2. Conducting the review
The review process comprises six steps and the results were reg-
stered in Zotero [53] and Excel spreadsheets, in order to organize the
search tasks. Zotero is a tool that favors quick references collection
and organization, and duplicates detection.
As previously stated, the ﬁrst step of this review deals with the
consultation of several sources using different search strings. Table 5
shows the initial search results:
Most databases provide results export on BibTex format, which is
compatible with Zotero, except Springer and ACM. In these cases, a
text export was performed and small Python scripts were developed
to transform the text ﬁles into BibTex format.
Table 6
Search results without duplicates in the same database.
D1 results D2 results D3 results D4 results D5 results Total
Results after P1 without duplicates in the same data base 369 150 449 435 249 1652
Table 7
Search results after deleting all duplicates.
First results Duplicated results Results after P2
1652 199 1453
Table 8
Search results after P3, P4 and P5.
Results
Results after P2 1453
Discarded on P2 197
Results after P3 1256
Discarded on P3 1161
Results after P4 95
Discarded on P4 65
Results after P5 6
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Table 10
Proposed characterization schema.
Dimension Indicator Dominion
Compatibility State-of-the-art analysis {High, Medium, Low}
Starting point {Agile, CMMI, Both}
Approaches (string+)
Compliance Assessment {Theoretical, Empirical, Formal
assessment, No assessment}
Analysis {Deep, Medium, Low, N/A}
Experience Experiment/case study {Yes, No}
Size of organization/project {Big, Medium, Small, No details,
N/A}
Number of projects ((number)|No details)
Format {Paper, Short paper, Book
chapter}
Type {Journal, National Conference,
International Conference}
Maturity Maturity level ([1-5]|No details)
Coverage level {Full, Partial, No detail}
Web Navigation & interfaces ((string)|No details)
Delivery & adaptation to
changes
((string)|No details)
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tAll the resultant data in BibTex were registered both in a Zotero
atabase and Excel spreadsheets, in order to organize the results and
elete any duplicate.
Tables 6 and 7 outline the total results removing all duplicates,
nce phase 2 was performed:
As Section 2 states, the results in phase P3 were assessed by ﬁl-
ering them according to the criteria previously presented in Table 1.
f the paper did not fulﬁll all inclusion criteria, it was discarded. The
ourth phase consisted in selecting works in terms of title, keywords
nd abstract choosing those related to the main research questions
reviously mentioned. Finally, the last phase comprised a screening
egarding a detailed analysis of the full content of the article. Table 8
resents the results after phase P3, P4 and P5:
It must be kept in mind that in this last phase, we focused on
apers analyzing the relation between existing Agile practices and
MMI maturity models, not for new maturity model proposals based
n Agile practices. It is worth mentioning that we were not able to
nd any paper analyzing the relation among Agile, Web Engineering
nd CMMI continuous representation.
It is also important to mention that within phase 5, an initial set
f 30 papers was selected, since they were potentially related to the
opic. From this initial set, a total of 24 were discarded, as they were
ot directly related to Web systems. Nevertheless, they might be of
nterest for the research community since some of them were not
ncluded on the existing reviews. So the result of the analysis of this
ther 24 papers has also been included in Annexes A and B.
It is worth mentioning that the main researcher performed the
earch and two other researchers reviewed the set of selected works
o ensure its correctness.
Table 9 lists the selected works.
We can also highlight that only 1 of these 6 distinguished papers
46] was identiﬁed and included in the work by Selleri et al., as itTable 9
Selected results.
Ref. Name
A1 Mapping Agile Practices to CMMI-DEV level 3 in Web Development Environments
A2 Speculation of CMMI in Agile methodology
A3 Combining maturity with agility: lessons learnt from a case study
A4 A Scrum-Based Approach to CMMI Maturity level 2 in Web Development Environm
A5 Using Scrum to guide the execution of software process improvement in small org
A6 Why a CMMI level 5 Company Fails to Meet the Deadlines?nly covers studies published before 2011. The different structure of
he search strings might also explain why Selleri et al. did not identify
he work by [39].
The sixth and ﬁnal step that follows the systematic review con-
isted in the deﬁnition of a characterization schema that may al-
ow comparing each of the identiﬁed studies. This schema will make
vailable easier comparisons available andwill help respond our gen-
ral question, "Is it possible that an Agile approach can help an organi-
ation reach a certain maturity model suitable for the special character-
stics of a Web-based environment?” as well as the derived research
uestions.
We recommend a set of indicators to evaluate each of the identi-
ed dimensions, after considering the aforementioned questions, as
resented in Table 1. Table 10 summarizes these dimensions together
ith the associated indicators and each dominion:
Table 10 outlines the possible values of each indicator through
egular expressions, which are further explained below.
The following identiﬁed indicators are suggested with regard to
he “Compatibility” dimension:
• State-of-the-art analysis: It analyzes the “state-of-the-art” at-
tending to the possibility of using Agile methods to reach a certain
CMMI-DEV maturity model.
• Starting point: It evaluates whether the study starts from either
Agile area to reach a certain maturity level or from CMMI area to
light the development process.
• Approaches: It presents which of the Agile approaches (meaning
methods, techniques and practices) are proposed to reach a cer-
tain CMMI-DEV maturity model.Authors Year
Torrecilla Salinas, C.J.; Escalona„ M. J.; Mejías, M. 2014
Aggarwal, S. K.; Deep, V.; Singh, R. 2014
Tuan, N. N.; Thang, H. Q. 2013
ents Torrecilla Salinas, C.J.; Escalona„ M. J.; Mejías, M. 2012
anizations Pino, F. J.; Pedreira, O.; García, F.; Luaces, M. R.; Piattini, M. 2010
Smite, D.; Gencel, C. 2009
Table 11
Analysis of the selected studies.
Study Analysis
A1 This study theoretically combines different Agile practices that may allow covering all speciﬁc and generic goals of CMMI maturity level 3, speciﬁcally in Web
development environments. Besides, it evaluates practices derived from different methodologies and maps them to the different process areas of CMMI level 3.
This study, published in an international conference, does not include any relevant case study or experience that could validate its proposal.
It is a continuation of [A4], so its proposed mapping is starting from a modiﬁed version of Scrum, to which several other Agile methodologies or techniques are
added.
The work also tries to match the proposed Agile techniques with the speciﬁc Web characteristics, like interfaces and short feedback periods.
A2 This work, published in the proceedings of an international conference, proposes to implement the essential principles of CMMI maturity model by means of Agile
processes, deﬁning a model of people interaction in terms of Agile principles. It does not present any type of mapping between Agile practices and the different
CMMI goals or proposes any speciﬁc Agile methodology.
It also includes a case study of a company developing Web projects and states the potential suitability of Agile for Web environments. In the presented case study
some of the CMMI goals are achieved using Agile principles and the results are tested by means of a self-assessment.
It concludes that the essence of CMMI can be applied using Agile approaches.
The case study is only presented at high level without detailed results supporting the study conclusions.
A3 In this paper, extracted from the proceedings of an international conference, the authors present a case study of a Dutch company developing Web-based software.
The company is developing Web systems based on Agile approaches (mainly a joint Scrum/XP implementation). The company also holds some software quality
certiﬁcations and tries to apply them into the ITIL framework.
The authors of the paper try to determine a relation between Agile practices and CMMI maturity level 2 and 3, oriented towards reducing waste and increase both
delivered value and customers’ satisfaction.
The authors present a mapping between CMMI processes and Agile practices, which does not go down to goal level, stating that most of CMMI level 2 and 3 process
areas could be covered by this Agile implementation, although a formal assessment is not reported.
The paper also reports an increase in delivery speed and customers’ involvement, after using Scrum and some eXtreme Programming practices. Nevertheless, it also
shows some problems when scaling Agile practices.
A4 This paper studies how feasible is to achieve CMMI maturity level 2 using Scrum standard practices and techniques for Web development projects results.
Besides, it includes a “state-of-the-art” analysis of the question and it theoretically assesses whether Scrum techniques can be used or not to achieve the goals of all
CMMI level 2 process areas for Web environments.
As a main conclusion, it states that Scrum practices cannot achieve all CMMI speciﬁc and generic goals on their own, although they can be used as a starting point.
It also proposes, from the conclusions of its assessment, an extension to Scrum based on other Agile methods (like XP) or ad-hoc modiﬁcations, to cover the
identiﬁed gaps.
The paper, published in an international conference, does not include any experiment or case study that could validate its conclusions, remaining only at a
theoretical level.
A5 This work, published in “Journal of Systems and Software”, describes by means of a case study, a process-improvement method based on Scrum that is applied to two
small companies developing Web systems, one of them being assessed to achieve CMMI maturity level 2.The conclusions of the paper show how Scrum can be used
both to improve and formalize processes and at the same time to help a real company go through a CMMI level 2 formal assessment, although results of the
assessment are not provided within the conclusions of the paper.The paper does not map CMMI goals to Agile practices, since its main focus is the general process
improvements, but it provides a link to a real life Web company using Scrum as a facilitator to achieve CMMI level 2 in Web environments.
A6 This study, published in a research journal, analyzes a project conducted by a CMMI level 5 company developing Web-based software and using Agile techniques,
which was not able to meet its initial plan constraints.
The paper describes how the company developed a relevant distributed Web project with signiﬁcant deviations from the initial plan. This project shows how
elements such as the lack of experience on the platform, technology and engineering methods and the underestimation of complexity can affect negatively. In
addition, the authors remark that the lack of knowledge in Agile could also affect the results.
The paper does not present a detailed mapping of the Agile techniques used or how they related to the different CMMI goals, as the company was already CMMI
certiﬁed, but it shows the growing interest on Agile that even organizations with a well-structured process might have in Agile.
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a• The following indicators are proposed for the “Compliance” di-
mension:
• Assessment: It studies the approach regarding how to prove the
compliance of an Agile technique with the goal of a CMMI-DEV
process.
• Analysis: It describes the level of analysis performed: A deep anal-
ysis includes a detailed description of the Agile technique used to
achieve every goal of a CMMI-DEV process. A medium analysis
develops a high-level overview on how to achieve each goal us-
ing Agile practices. A low-level analysis produces a non-detailed
overview on how to achieve these goals.
The indicators related to the “Experience” dimension are de-
scribed below:
• Experiment/case study: It evaluates whether the proposed ap-
proach is tested bymeans of one or several empirical experiences.
• Size of organization/project: It describes the size of the organi-
zation or project used to assess the approach.
• Number of projects: It gathers the number of projects used to
validate the presented approach.
• Format: It identiﬁes the nature of available documentation for the
described projects.
• Type: It identiﬁes where the research was published, either in a
national conference, an international conference or in a research
journal.The indicators proposed for the “Maturity” dimension are:
• Maturity level: It assesses the highest CMMI-DEV maturity level
the work identiﬁes an Agile approach can reach.
• Coverage level: It questions whether all goals of both processes of
the maturity level, speciﬁc and generic, are analyzed or not.
Wewill analyzewhat the proposed techniques to fulﬁll the special
haracteristics of Web systems are. For this purpose, the indicators
roposed for “Web” dimension are:
• Navigation & interface: It assesses if the special navigation and
interfaces phases of Web systems can be designed using Agile
techniques which, at the same time, will help reach CMMI goals.
• Delivery & adaptation to changes: It questions whether there
are any Agile techniques that may combine the possibility of re-
ducing “time-to-market”, quick delivery value and feedback loops
to adapt to changes, as Web systems require, together with the
achievement of CMMI goals.
. Characterization of studies
In this section each one of the selected studies will be assessed
gainst the presented characterization schema with the aim of point-
ing out all existing approaches and their maturity levels.
As an initial approach, Table 11 outlines a qualitative text analysis
per each study.
Table 12
Characterization of studies.
Dimension Indicator [A1] [A2] [A3] [A4] [A5] [A6]
Compatibility State-of-the-art analysis High Low Medium High Low Low
Starting point Agile Agile Agile Agile Both CMMI
Approaches Scrum, XP, Lean and
other Agile practices
Agile Scrum, XP and
ad-hoc extension
Scrum, XP and
ad-hoc extension
Scrum Agile
Compliance Assessment Theoretical Empirical Theoretical Theoretical Empirical Empirical
Analysis Medium Low Low Deep N/A Low
Experience Experiment/case study No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Size of
organization/project
N/A Medium Medium N/A Small Large
Number of projects 0 No details No details 0 No details 1
Format Paper Short paper Paper Short paper Paper Paper
Type International
conference
International
conference
International
conference
International
conference
Journal Journal
Maturity Maturity level 3 No details 3 2 2 5
Coverage level Full No details Partial Full No details No details
Web Navigation & interfaces Personas, Storyboards No details No details No details No details No details
Delivery & Adaptation
to changes
Scrum, XP, Lean No details Scrum, XP and
ad-hoc extension
Scrum, XP and
ad-hoc extension
Scrum No details
Fig. 5. Starting point for the compatibility analysis.
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pTable 12 presents the evaluation results of each of the studies
gainst the deﬁned characterization schema.
. Analysis
This chapter deals with each dimension of the deﬁned character-
zation schema, summarizing the characterization results of the se-
ected studies.
.1. Compatibility
Concerning “Compatibility” dimension, Fig. 5 represents the dif-
erent starting points used to assess compatibility between Agile
echniques and the CMMI model. As it can be observed, there are
ompatibility analyses derived from both CMMI and Agile ﬁelds (with
majority on the Agile side) and also a study that copes with the as-
essment using both approaches at the same time. This fact might
how mutual interest of both parts in demonstrating compatibility
y considering all beneﬁts of the other part. Moreover, the fact of
aving speciﬁcally more studies derived from the Agile side means
hat this area considers at “respectability” and “institutionalization”,
hich can help spread its practices.
Fig. 6 summarizes the results obtained from the use of Agile ap-
roaches. Scrum and XP combined are the main Agile approaches to
est compatibility with CMMI in Web environments, as represented
elow. This result is in line with the expectations, as they are the
ost widely used Agile methodologies. This analysis also reveals that
crum is the cornerstone for project and process compliance while
P plays the same role for engineering practices.
As Table 12 shows, it must be highlighted that half of the papers
50,52] and [51] propose modiﬁcations to standard Agile techniqueswe can name them ad-hoc extensions) trying to cover some of the
dentiﬁed gaps between the standard methodology used and some of
he CMMI goals or Web characteristics.
In addition, Fig. 6 conﬁrms that in two of the analyzed studies
1,46] the approach is not based on a speciﬁc Agile methodology or
echnique, but just based on “Agile” as a generic label, including refer-
nces to common Agile principles. As mentioned above, generic Agile
rinciples share synergies with Web engineering characteristics and
hey can also be relevant to the analyzed problem.
Out of the analyzed six studies, two of them are theoretical anal-
ses [50,51] and four of them case studies in which the relation be-
ween Agile and CMMI in Web environments is analyzed in practice
1,52,39,46].
The two theoretical studies [50,51] provide a high level, state-of-
he-art theoretical analysis, whereas the others, those reporting case
tudies, do not include a deep analysis of the previous work, but focus
n the results of their reported projects.
Another interesting fact to highlight is that published speciﬁc ex-
mples of Web project start to appear from 2009 onwards, what can
lso point to an emerging interest in this research ﬁeld.
As a main conclusion for the compatibility dimension, we can
tate that the studied literature shows that Agile and CMMI can
e compatible for Web environments, although there is still a lack
f published papers on Web speciﬁcities. This compatibility will be
chieved mainly on Scrum, XP, both of them jointly or a derived
ethod from them.
.2. Compliance
Fig. 7 shows the results of the type of assessment regarding “Com-
liance” dimension and Fig. 8 displays the type of analysis performed:
Fig. 7. Type of assessment.
Fig. 8. Type of analysis.
Fig. 9. Inclusion of experiments or case studies.
Fig. 10. Size of organization/project.
mIf we examine Fig. 7, we ﬁnd out that works are evenly distributed
among theoretical approaches that analyzemapping between certain
Agile approaches and CMMI practices and empirical studies without
formal CMMI assessment. As previously mentioned, we ﬁnd two the-
oretical works for Web projects analyzing the mapping to CMMI ma-
turity level 2 [51] and level 3 [50], and three case studies such as
[52,39] and [46]. The work of [1] includes both a case study and a
mapping, but it is performed at very high level, without analyzing
CMMI goals in detail.
The theoretical studies enable the deﬁnition ofmappings between
the different CMMI goals and Agile practices, whereas the different
case studies try to prove if those mappings are correct or not. One of
the main gaps is that no formal CMMI assessment from aWeb devel-
opment organization has been found. Only one of the analyzed papers
[39] reports the intention of the company to go through this process
but does not include its results.
Fig. 8 represents that almost half of the studies do not analyze
the mapping in depth. These are mainly different industry reports
and case studies, most of them further explaining how a particular
project or company faced the achievement of a CMMI maturity level
using Agile practices or how a CMMI certiﬁed company tried to apply
Agile techniques. The theoretical studies are, in general, assessing the
mapping of certain CMMI goals and Agile practices in depth but they
do not include any experiments or case studies.
The main conclusion for the compliance dimension is that there
is a variety of ways to approach the problem, both from the theo-
retical and empirical point of view, normally from a deeper analysis
in the case of the former. We noticed the lack of a detailed mapping
proposal between Agile and all CMMI maturity levels for Web en-
vironment that could be validated by an implementation, providing
detailed results.
6.3. Experience
Fig. 9 summarizes the results of introducing case studies or em-
pirical tests into the studied work, according to the “Experience” di-ension and Fig. 10 states the different sizes of the projects and or-
ganizations running the experiment or case studies:
From the analysis of Fig. 9 we can conclude that most of the pa-
pers do include experiments or case studies. As mentioned these pa-
pers are reporting the results of one or severalWeb projects involving
CMMI and Agile.
Fig. 10 shows that most of the projects and organizations running
the different experiments or case studies are either small or medium,
while only one of them is large. In particular one of the papers is
linked to a small organization [39], two of them to a medium com-
pany [1,52] and the remainder is associated with a large distributed
project [46].
It is particularly important to highlight the results reported by two
of the papers [52,46], which identify problems on scaling Agile for
Web projects, even in CMMI certiﬁed companies. This is in line with
the main debate about the feasibility of scaling Agile approaches on
development projects.
To conclude, it must be stated that around 40% of the works stud-
ied are short papers whereas the rest are full papers, all included in
journals and conferences. Fig. 11 shows the yearly distribution of the
selected studies:
Fig. 11 also proves that the papers regarding the relation between
Agile, CMMI andWeb Engineering have been published quite recently
(the ﬁrst one appearing in 2009). This shows a growing and recent
interest on the topic.
It is also relevant to point out that, the fact that most of these pa-
pers were published after 2011 explains why they were not included
in previous reviews.
As a main conclusion for the experience dimension, it must be
added that we can also ﬁnd a variety of case studies to test the
compatibility of Agile and CMMI and the compliance of the goals
of a particular maturity level, including large, medium and small-
sized projects, both with good and bad results. These papers have
been published in many sources, starting from 2009 and arousing an
Fig. 11. Yearly distribution of the selected studies.
Fig. 12. Maturity level.
Fig. 13. Coverage level.
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Fig. 15. Delivery and adaptation to changes.
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tmerging interest in the last years. Nevertheless, as a gap, no case
tudy reporting a real formal assessment was found.
.4. Maturity
Fig. 12 shows the maturity levels covered by the studied papers
oncerning “Maturity” dimension and Fig. 13 displays the coverage
evel of the performed analysis, if done:
Fig. 12 shows that most of the studies are focusing on levels 2 and
, although there is one study [46] from a CMMI certiﬁed company at
aturity level 5. Nevertheless, in this experience the company was
lready assessed and the work does not mention if this process was
erformed only with Agile methods.
Summarizing, two of them are linked to CMMI level 3 [50] and
52], two of them to level 2 [51] and [39], and one of them to level 5
46]. The remaining paper offers no information on a speciﬁc matu-
ity level [1].
Agile techniques mostly ﬁt on maturity levels 2 and 3, as most of
heworks analyzed by Selleri et al., when dealing also withWeb envi-
onments. This is also due to the fact that levels 2 and 3 process areas
oncern project and engineering issues, which are the natural scope
f the most common Agile techniques, like Scrum and XP, whereasevel 4 and 5 are more associated with organizational issues. There-
ore, we can state that there is a lack of analysis, either theoretical or
xperimental on Agile approaches for the highest maturity levels of
MMI in Web environments.
Fig. 13 also shows that the majority of the given works do not pro-
ide a full analysis of all generic and speciﬁc practices, but either a
artial or high-level mapping, or no mapping at all.
We can notice that two of them include a detailed coverage analy-
is [50] and [51], but no experience or case study, whereas the others
nclude either high-level or not detailed mapping analysis.
As a main conclusion for the maturity dimension, it must be
ummed up that we can ﬁnd works presenting the usage of Agile
ractices in different CMMI maturity levels for Web environments,
ut the main focus remains at levels 2 and 3. Nonetheless, there is a
ack of comprehensive and detailed studies that will map all the dif-
erent speciﬁc and generic goals of all CMMI maturity levels to a set
f Agile practices in Web environments.
.5. Web
Figs. 14 and 15 display the identiﬁed practices to cover aspects
f Web characteristics, even if the work is not speciﬁcally oriented
owards Web environments:
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ing some techniques that could be useful to address aspects as in-
terfaces design for Web projects, like Storyboards or Personas. These
techniques might, at the same time, help address aspects like inter-
face customization per proﬁle and complex navigation, together with
achieving some of the goals of the Requirements Development pro-
cess area of CMMI maturity level 3. The rest of the studied papers are
not proposing any technique to tackle this speciﬁcWeb characteristic.
In contrast, Fig. 15 shows that most of the studies provide Agile
techniques that suit the speciﬁc needs of Web systems in relation
to early delivery and adaptation to changes and, at the same, they
comply with CMMI goals. These techniques are essentially based on
Scrum or XP practices, or even a combination of these two method-
ologies.
As a main conclusion for the Web dimension, we can state that
speciﬁc works for Web environment are suggesting techniques to ﬁt
some of the special characteristics of Web systems, but not all of
them. There is therefore a lack of a comprehensive work that map
all theWeb special characteristics with Agile techniques able to fulﬁll
all CMMI maturity levels’ goals.
7. Conclusions and future work
The present study aims to evaluate the actual status of the rela-
tion between Agile practices and techniques and CMMI-DEV model
in Web environment systems, by starting with a systematic review
of the existent literature and a selection of relevant works. As men-
tioned in Section 4.1, the general question to answer is whether an
Agile approach is feasible enough to reach a certain maturity model
in a Web-based environment. Three main objectives are heading the
review to answer that question:
• Identify the state-of-the-art.
• Recognize the suggested solutions.
• Deﬁne a characterization schema.
With regard to the ﬁrst objective, we can argue that only six ap-
proaches [50,1,52,51,39,46] speciﬁcally discuss Web Systems, CMMI
and Agile. This means that, although the current number of papers
on the topic is quite low, most of the existing works have been pub-
lished in the last 5 years. This might point to a new and growing line
of research within the ﬁelds of Agile and maturity models. Neverthe-
less, due to the small amount of published research, the conclusions
stated after carrying out our work might be seen as preliminary and
should be conﬁrmed by further research.
From the analyzed studies, the work by of Torrecilla et al. is based
on the special characteristics of Web systems and centers on CMMI
maturity levels 2 and 3. The study by Aggarwal et al. includes an ex-
ample of a Web company implementing CMMI principles by using
Agile practices. Tuan and Thang introduce a case study; a CMMI cer-
tiﬁed company that developsWeb systems and uses Agile techniques
to show the process implementation. Besides, the work by Pino et
al. presents two case studies concerning the process improvements
of two companies developing Web systems, one of them standing for
the process of being CMMI level 2 certiﬁed. Finally, the paper by Smite
and Gencel provides the results of a Web project that an Agile CMMI
level 5 certiﬁed company carries out.
As it is known, Web projects differ from classic development
projects [31,19,21,15,4,41,42,28], as they include, among others, con-
cepts such as adapting interfaces, complex navigation, increased se-
curity and maintenance requirements, quick delivery, reduced time-
to-market and adaptation to undeﬁned requirements. The absence of
a consistent and detailed Agile approach that could help an organiza-
tion developing Web systems achieve a certain CMMI maturity level
is seen as a main gap in today’s “state-of-the-art” that could be ﬁlled
in with further research.As the second objective concerns, we can basically identify four
ypes of works according to the results of the analysis:
• Theoretical studies about Agile compatibility with a certain CMMI
maturity level, with or without a case study testing conclusions:
[50,51].
• Experience reports from certiﬁed CMMI companies using or try-
ing to adopt Agile: [46,52].
• Experience reports from Agile companies trying to reach a certain
CMMI level: [39].
• Other papers considering relations between Web systems, CMMI
and Agile: [1].
In general, the assessed theoretical studies cover a deep testing
n how the Agile approach can fulﬁll the goal of speciﬁc and generic
ractices of the examined process areas, on Web development en-
ironments. Moreover, the experience reports present a medium or
ow analysis of the compliance of practices that use Agile methods,
ocusing on the advantages on the lessons learned.
Finally, the third objective is met after conducting the review, fol-
owing the approach described in Section 4. Based on the results, the
elected works are analyzed using a characterization schema in or-
er to make the comparison among them easier. This allows reaching
bjective three. This paper includes, in Section 5, a brief summary of
ach of the analyzed studies and results obtained from applying the
haracterization schema. Later, a brief evaluation of the overall results
s presented in Section 6.
As previously stated, the general research question was structured
nto 5 research questions. Based on the results of the study, some ar-
uments can be provided to answer them, as shown below:
• RQ1: This question tries to assess the “Compatibility” dimension.
The results of our analysis identify approaches coming from both
Agile and CMMI areas. This shows that, despite these ﬁelds can
be seen as opposite, there is already a relations between both ap-
proaches aswell as amutual interest in each other. This factmakes
us believe that a link among them can be both useful and desir-
able for Web development projects.
• RQ2: This question tries to assess the “Compliance” dimension. In
our study, we have identiﬁed two approaches that have been used
in order to validate “maturity” in an Agile approach on Web de-
velopment environments: Theoretical and empirical (mainly self-
assessment) assessment. This element points to amain lack on the
existing literature: a real Web-developing company undergoing a
formal CMMI assessment by means only of Agile techniques.
• RQ3: This question analyzes the “Experience” dimension. As it can
be noticed, most of the researched studies include some kind of
case studies and empirical tests, that point to the direction of Agile
approaches feasibility. Nevertheless, we have not found any spe-
ciﬁc report of a CMMI assessment for a company developing Web
systems only by means of Agile practices. Another important gap
is that there is no work that presents at the same time a low level
mapping between Agile practices and CMMI goals together with a
practical evaluation of it, even based on self-assessment.
• RQ4: This question tests the “Maturity” dimension. It must be
highlighted that most of the studies are focusing on CMMI ma-
turity levels 2 and 3 (although one of the case studies reports
a project from CMMI level 5 company). This also is in line with
other reviews, not focused speciﬁcally on Web environments. In
this case, the main gap is the absence of studies or mapping pro-
posals for CMMI highest maturity levels.
• RQ5: The last question evaluates how Agile techniques can com-
ply with CMMI goals and ﬁt the special characteristics of Web
projects. The result is that one of the studies advances techniques
to address Navigation and Interface design in Web environments
(like Personas and Storyboards), although the quick adaptation
to changes, quick delivery of changes and reduction of feedback
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rloops can be faced up with Scrum, XP techniques or a combina-
tion of both approaches. Nevertheless, a work providing a clear
link among Agile techniques, Web characteristics and CMMI goals
is also missing.
Additionally, the results of the review remark that the main Agile
pproach used in the literature is Scrum, either alone or combined
ith other Agile techniques (mainly XP). This fact conﬁrms the com-
on usage and popularity of this Agile methodology [38].
We can state, from the conclusions of some of the works such as
51] that neither Scrum nor XP by themselves can achieve all CMMI
aturity levels inWeb environments, but they can be used as a start-
ng point to develop an Agile framework to achieve them.
As an example out of the Web development world, we found the
ork of [30], which includes a reference to a complete Scrum-based
gile model that fulﬁlls the majority of CMMI maturity levels 2 and 3
bjectives and excludes some organizational areas. Identifying, on a
imilar way to this work, a complete Agile framework (focused on
crum and going beyond it) covering the goals of all speciﬁc and
eneric areas at every maturity level which could help organizations
volve on CMMI maturity levels, will constitute a further research
ine.
Coming back to our principal question, and as a general conclu-
ion, it must be stated that the results of our study lead towards fea-
ibility to use Agile methods to reach a certain CMMI-DEV maturity
evel in Web Environments. However, they are neither conclusive nor
eﬁnitive, and further research should be useful, mainly on how to
et CMMI-DEV higher levels with Agile techniques.
Although during our review some papers analyzing the relation
etween Agile and ISO/IEC processes improvement standards (like
SO 15504 or ISO 12207) have been identiﬁed [29] and there are some
esearch groups working on this particular question [36], we have not
een able of ﬁnd anywork linking these topics withWeb Engineering.
esides, as stated before, during our review process we have not been
ble to gather any work analyzing the relation among Agile, Web En-
ineering and CMMI on its continuous representation. Lastly, despite
e were able to identify papers studying Agile Maturity Models like
48] and [49], none of them are providing the Web dimension. As a
onclusion, these three aspects (the relation among Agile, Web Engi-
eering and ISO/IEC process standards, CMMI continuous representa-
ion and Agile Maturity Models) remain as three open research areas
o further development.
Finally, as this research ﬁeld is relatively new, we expect that in a
ecent future newwork may appear proposing innovative Agile mod-
ls and including detailed reports specifying how to institutionalize
hese models, via CMMI models, so as to enhance organizations pro-
uce better software and satisfy customers’ expectations. The fact of
aving an increased number of published papers in the last years also
einforces this conclusion.
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Summary of fully-analyzed papers.
Study Analysis
r1 This paper presents a two-dimension model in o
disciplined and Agile. Methodologies and mod
point of view. Techniques like XP, Scrum and A
methods are assessed against the presented m
in a theoretical way, without experiments or c
change management, covering one of the char
r2 This work studies how feasible is to use Agile tec
Quality Assurance in its different maturity lev
Model with a similar approach to that of CMM
r3 This paper presents a methodology that introdu
projects of a CMMI level 3 company from an o
on estimations. Despite the paper only focuse
techniques might be useful in Web environme
appearing during projects
r4 This paper maps in detail the special goals of CM
three Agile methods: Scrum, eXtreme Program
proposed by the different Agile methods can m
concludes that the three methods are complem
Finally, it provides a case study concerning CM
validate the proposal
r5 This case study on several Spanish IT companies
with the aim of assessing whether Scrum can
enables improving the different process areas
r6 This case study illustrates how a company starte
methodology based on Scrum and a formal as
The company works on the tax preparation m
to the project. This short paper describes the p
processes is achieved. One of the strong point
via a formal SCAMPI assessment
r7 This study presents a model that maps the speci
C-S covers 123 practices, but excludes some o
Besides, the paper describes which practices a
suggests that ad-hoc extensions should be uti
uncover. Besides, it includes a diagnostic ques
tool, which are further described in the paper
validate the model
r8 This work assesses how feasible is to combine S
theoretical point of view. It analyzes in depth
approaches, and suggests which one should b
r9 This work presents an experience report showin
development process, including Agile practice
both the quality of its products and customers
Lean and TDD. The work also describes the pr
as provides empirical evidence of using Agile
r10 This study relates the practical experience of an
using principally XP proposed practices. This e
Agile practices with Agile project managemen
assessment. It also deﬁnes useful metrics that23 – Nawrocki, J.; Jasiñski, M.; Walter, B.; Wojciechowski, A. 2002.
“Extreme programming modiﬁed: embrace requirements en-
gineering practices”. In Requirements Engineering, 2002. Pro-
ceedings. IEEE Joint International Conference on (pp. 303–310).
IEEE.
24 – Paulk, M. C. 2001. “Extreme programming from a CMM per-
spective”. Software, IEEE, 18(6), 19–26.
nnex B. Characterization of fully-analyzed papers
Table B.1 Presents a short summary of the different fully-analyzed
apers.
Table B.2 Presents the evaluation results of each of the studies
gainst the deﬁned characterization schema.rder to compare the different available methods, both
els like CMMI and PMBOK are assessed from a disciplined
gile Uniﬁed Process are analyzed from Agile point of view. The
odel, but not one among each other. All the study is presented
ase studies. It states that AUP can be suitable to support
acteristics from a Web point of view
hniques to meet the goals of the CMMI process areas linked to
els, by means of deﬁning an Agile Quality Assurance Maturity
I. It also offers the results of a survey on the analyzed topic
ces estimation based on Agile story points and applied to four
rganizational point of view. The results show an improvement
s on a speciﬁc issue (project estimation), the proposed
nts, as they could help to quickly estimate new requirements
MI maturity level 3 process areas to the proposed practices of
ming and Kanban. The study evaluates which technique
eet each of the goals by giving a coverage percentage. It
entary and can reach a large number of CMMI level 3 goals.
MI level 3 in a particular company using Agile processes to
describes the relation between CMMI-DEV level 2 and Scrum,
help implement CMMI process model. It concludes that Scrum
of CMMI maturity level 2
d the implementation of an Agile software development
sessment process at CMMI maturity level 2, at the same time.
arket and there is no reference of speciﬁc Web systems applied
roject, but it does not specify how each of the goals of CMMI
s of the work is that the company reaches the maturity level
ﬁc processes of CMMI levels 2 and 3 to Scrum practices. Model
f the areas associated with the organizational structure.
re fully covered, partially covered or not covered at all. It
lized for those practices that Scrum standard practices
tionnaire, a selection algorithm, an application process and a
. To conclude, the work presents two case studies in order to
crum and CMMI for small and medium companies from a
some process areas, compares both Scrum and CMMI
e the most useful to achieve the set goals
g how a certiﬁed CMMI level 5 organization modiﬁes its
s, in order to improve agility. It leads towards an increase in
’ satisfaction. The introduced Agile approaches are Scrum,
ocess of including the selected techniques and results, as well
in a CMMI certiﬁed organization
Agile company on its aim to achieve CMMI maturity level 5, by
xperience report narrates how the company strengthens its
t techniques in order to self-prepare for a formal SCAMPI
allow continuous improvement
(continued on next page)
Table B.1 (continued)
Study Analysis
r11 This work reports an experience of how a certiﬁed CMMI level 5 organization introduces Scrum and Lean
practices with the aim of developing agility and continuous improvement. It also compares the results of the
company’s two projects obtained by Agile practices with the average performance of the company, showing
great improvements, both in productivity and in the average time to ﬁx bugs.
r12 This work studies how to map Scrum practices to certain CMMI maturity level 2 process areas: Project
Planning (PP), Project Monitoring and Control (PMC) and Requirements Management (REM). Besides, it
analyzes every speciﬁc practice of such process areas, by verifying whether Scrum standard practices can
achieve the goal and identify the gaps between both models. Therefore, it presents a case study as a formal
assessment of an internal project.
r13 This paper analyzes how small and medium enterprises can adopt Agile methodologies following the CMMI
model, in order to beneﬁt from both areas. The selected Agile approach of this work is eXtreme
Programming. It particularly presents a theoretical study that evaluates, in each of the CMMI process areas,
whether XP standard practices can fulﬁll or not the goals as well as identify gaps. The paper does not include
any case study to test the proposed model
r14 This paper not only highlights the experience of a certiﬁed CMMI level 5 company assuming Scrum practices,
but also proposes some practices, based on the experience, to formalize and systematize Agile practices in
an organization, mainly at maturity levels 2 and 3. The suggested practices focus on initial project planning,
risk management, quality assurance and test and conﬁguration management, and propose certain practices
for Agile projects to mature.
r15 This work explains how a certiﬁed CMMI level 5 enterprise utilizes Agile and Lean practices. The company
applies a Lean approach to identify improvement areas and decides to start with 4 pilot projects based on
Scrum and early testing techniques. According to the results, it copes with 12 generic practices associated
with CMMI maturity levels 2 and 3 to show how they can help an organization use Agile Methods.
r16 This paper assesses whether Scrum standard practices can achieve the objectives of speciﬁc practices regarding
Project Management Process Areas of CMMI maturity levels 2, 3 and 4. It presents a deep theoretical analysis
of 22 of these speciﬁc practices and their relation with Scrum techniques, and it also determines if the goals
are fully, partially or non-achieved at all. It does not consider a case study to assess conclusions
r17 This study presents a preliminary analysis on the compatibility of Agile and CMMI approaches in the software
product line domains, with the aim of taking the best of both. The paper presents a mapping between CMMI
process areas and product line practices as well as a mapping between the Agile principles derived from the
Agile manifesto and product line practice areas. The paper concludes that both approaches could be
compatible, specially focusing on the XP approach
r18/r19 We have decided to analyze these two papers together because they present two parts of the same experience
(how an Agile company successfully passes through two formal assessment processes at CMMI maturity
levels 2 and 3). They show how the company progresses on the use of Agile methods and how it prepares the
formal assessments of CMMI maturity levels 2 and 3, as well as a summary of the evaluation results.
r20 This paper offers a proposal, attending to the combined use of Scrum and eXtreme Programming, so as to
achieve CMMI maturity level 5. The starting point of the study will be organizations that have already been
assessed as CMMI maturity level 5 and work on small development projects. It describes the process areas,
although it gives no details on the speciﬁc or generic practices of each area. The proposed model is tested by
means of three pilot projects that bring about quality, time and cost improvements
r21 This study presents, in the form of an industry report, the process of a Microsoft product team combining
in-house Agile practices with Deming’s approach to deﬁne a lightweight framework to ﬁt the requirements
of CMMI maturity level 3
r22 This work presents an experience report on how a company achieved CMMI level 2 by means of a combined
used of Scrum and XP and obtained successful results after a formal assessment at that maturity level. It
outlines the areas involved in the process and how Agile methods helped achieve both goals and results of
this formal assessment
r23 This paper assesses eXtreme Programming from the point of view of CMMI and Sommerville-Sawyer model
and proposes some modiﬁcations to the Agile method. The authors recommend some changes to XP that
will keep its agility, although allowing reaching CMMI maturity level 2 goals
r24 This study analyzes the practices proposed by eXtreme Programming and CMMI levels 2 and 3 process areas
from a theoretical point of view. It concludes that XP can fulﬁll most level 2 practices and cover some of level
3. It also states that XP will be more productive whenever the project size remains small
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Table B.2
Characterization of studies.
Dimen. Indicator [r1] [r2] [r3] [r4] [r5] [r6] [r7] [r8] [r9] [r10] [r11] [r12]
Compatibility State-of-the-art
analysis
Low Low Low Medium Medium Low High Low Low Low Low High
Starting point Both Agile Agile Both Both Both Both Both CMMI Agile CMMI Agile
Approaches Scrum XP
AUP
Scrum, XP and
ad-hoc
extension
Agile estimating Scrum, XP,
Kanban
Scrum Scrum Scrum and
ad-hoc
extension
Scrum Scrum, Lean
and TDD
XP and Agile
Project Mgmt.
Scrum and
Lean
Scrum
Compliance Assessment No assess. No assess. No assess. Theoretical Empirical Formal assess. Theoretical Theoretical Empirical Formal assess. Formal assess. Empirical
Analysis N/A N/A N/A Deep Deep Low Deep Low Low Low Low Deep
Experience Experiment/case
studies
No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Size of organization
/ project
N/A N/A Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium N/A Medium Large Large Small
Number of projects 0 0 4 1 12 1 2 0 1 No details 2 1
Format Short paper Short paper Paper Short paper Paper Short paper Short paper Short paper Paper Short paper Short paper Paper
Type Journal Int. Conf. Int. Conf. Int. Conf. Journal Int. Conf. Journal Int. Conf. Int. Conf. Int. Conf. Int. Conf. Journal
Maturity Maturity level No details No details 3 3 2 2 3 No details 5 5 5 2
Coverage level No details No details No details Full Full No details Partial No details No details No details No details Partial
Web Navigation &
interfaces
No details No details No details No details No details No details No details No details No details No details No details No details
Delivery &
Adaptation to
changes
Scrum, XP,
AUP
Scrum, XP Agile estimating Scrum, XP,
Kanban
No details No details No details No details Scrum Agile Project
Mgmt.
No details Scrum
Dimen. Indicator [r13] [r14] [r15] [r16] [r17] [r18] [r19] [r20] [r21] [r22] [r23] [r24]
Compatibility State-of-the-art
analysis
Low Low Low High Low Low Low Medium Low Low Low Low
Starting point Both CMMI CMMI Agile CMMI Agile Agile CMMI Agile Agile Agile Agile
Approaches XP Scrum Scrum and Lean Scrum XP XP and
ad-hoc
extension
XP and
ad-hoc
extension
Scrum and XP Custom Agile
methods
Scrum and XP XP XP
Compliance Assessment Theoretical Formal assess. Formal assess. Theoretical Theoretical Formal assess. Formal assess. Empirical Empirical Formal assess. Theoretical Theoretical
Analysis Medium Low Low Deep Low Low Low Medium Low Medium Medium Medium
Experience Experiment/Case
studies
No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No
Size of organization
/ project
N/A Large Large N/A N/A Large Large Small Large Medium N/A N/A
Number of projects 0 No details 4 0 0 No details No details 3 1 1 0 0
Format Paper Short paper Short paper Paper Short paper Paper Paper Paper Paper Paper Paper Paper
Type Int. Conf. Int. Conf. Int. Conf. Journal Int. Conf. Int. Conf. Int. Conf. Journal Int. Conf. Int. Conf. Int. Conf. Journal
Maturity Maturity level 5 3 5 4 No details 3 2 5 3 2 2 3
Coverage level Partial Partial Partial Partial No details No details No details Full Full Full Partial Partial
Web Navigation &
interfaces
No details No details No details No details No details No details No details No details No details No details No details No details
Delivery &
adaptation to
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XP Scrum Scrum Scrum No details No details No details Scrum XP No details Scrum XP XP XP
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